We report on a numerical simulation with 2+1 dynamical flavors of overlap fermions. We calculate pseudo-scalar masses and decay constants on a 16 3 × 48 × (0.11 fm) 4 lattice at five different up and down quark masses and two strange quark masses. The lightest pion mass corresponds to ≈ 310 MeV. We also study the validity of the chiral perturbation theory using the results of the numerical simulation with two dynamical flavors and conclude that the one-loop formulae cannot be directly applied in the strange quark mass region. We therefore extrapolate our 2+1-flavor results to the chiral limit by fitting the data to the two-loop formulae of the chiral perturbation theory.
Introduction
The lattice simulation with the overlap fermions [1] provides a theoretically ideal setup to study low energy hadron physics. With the exact chiral symmetry, the continuum chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) can be applied without modification in sharpe contrast to other fermion formulations that violate either chiral or flavor symmetry. For this advantage, we performed numerical simulation using overlap fermion action with two dynamical flavors [2] . In particular, we carried out the calculation of light meson spectrum and studied the consistency between QCD and chiral perturbation theory. In this article, we present an extension of this study to the N f = 2 + 1 QCD similar parameters. On a 16 3 × 48 lattice, we generate 2,500 trajectories [4, 5] at ten different combinations of up/down and strange sea quark masses, i.e. five m ud 's and two m s 's. As in the N f = 2 case, topological charge of the gauge configuration is fixed to zero throughout Monte Carlo updates. Lattice spacing is determined by the Sommer scale as a = 0.1075(7) fm or a −1 = 1.833 (12) GeV from an input r 0 = 0.49 fm.
In section 2, we present basic part of the calculation of pseudo-meson masses and decay constants. Since these results depend on strange quark mass, the chiral extrapolation should be performed with a fit ansatz valid beyond the scale of kaon mass. To discuss this issue, we review the test of ChPT performed for the N f = 2 case in section 3. Based on this test, in section 4, we present the extrapolation of the N f = 2 + 1 data by using the two-loop ChPT formulae.
Spectrum calculation (N
For the N f = 2 + 1 case, we calculate 80 pairs of the lowest-lying eigenmodes on each gauge configuration and store them on the disks. These eigenmodes are used to construct the low-mode contribution to the quark propagators. The higher-mode contribution is obtained by conventional CG calculation with significantly smaller amount of machine time than the full CG calculation. Those eigenmodes are also used to replace the lower-mode contribution in the meson correlation functions by that averaged over the source location (low-mode averaging) [6, 7] . The noise of correlation function is decreased as shown in Figure 1 , where effective pion masses are compared between the data with and without the low-mode averaging for the lightest four quark masses.
In order to obtain renormalization factor of quark mass Z m , we calculate scalar and pseudoscalar vertex functions in the momentum space in the Landau gauge and applied the RI/MOM scheme [8] . In the fit of the vertex functions we explicitly use the low-mode contribution to the chiral condensate
with eigenvalues λ i and absorb its valence quark mass dependence. By converting Z RI/MOM m in the massless limit into the value of MS perturbatively, we obtain a preliminary value Z MS m (2 GeV) = 0.815 (8) .
On our lattice with spatial extent L, the lightest pion gives m π L ≈ 2.8. Finite size effect (FSE) may therefore be sizable. We estimate this effect using the analytic result [9] from a combination of the resummed Lüscher's formulae and an one-loop ChPT. There is an additional finite size due
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Light meson spectrum with N f = 2 + 1 dynamical overlap fermions J. Noaki to the fixed topology in our numerical simulation [10] . Based on the discussion in [11] , we make a correction using the result of one-loop ChPT and the numerical data of topological susceptibility [12] determined on the same lattice configurations.
Chiral extrapolation (N f = 2)
We address the validity of the NLO ChPT prediction which is commonly used in the chiral extrapolation of spectrum data on the lattice [3] . In the framework of N f = 2, pion mass and decay constants are expanded in terms of
to NLO (i.e. one-loop level or O(x)), where B and f are the tree level low energy constants (LECs), and c 3 and c 4 are related to the one-loop level LECsl 3 andl 4 . At NLO, these expressions are unchanged when one replaces the expansion parameter
π and f π denote those at a finite quark mass. Therefore, in a small enough pion mass region the three expansion parameters should describe the lattice data equally well.
Three fit curves (x-fit,x-fit and ξ -fit) for the three lightest pion mass points (m π < ∼ 450 MeV) are shown in Figure 2 as a function of m 2 π . For all fits, the horizontal axis is appropriately rescaled to give m 2 π using the obtained fit curves. From the plot we observe that the different expansion parameters describe the three lightest points equally well; the values of χ 2 /dof are 0.30, 0.33 and 0.66 for x-,x-and ξ -fits, respectively. In each fit, the correlation between m 2 π /m q and f π for common sea quark mass is taken into account. Between the x-andx-fit, all of the resulting fit parameters are consistent. Among them, B and f are also consistent with the ξ -fit. This indicates that the NLO formulae successfully describes the data. In Figure 3 pion mass points. As seen in the figure, the agreement among the different expansion prescriptions is lost when we extend the fit range to include the 4th lightest data point which corresponds to m π 520 MeV. We, therefore, conclude that for these quantities the NLO ChPT may be safely applied only below ≈ 450 MeV. Figure 2 is that only the ξ -fit reasonably describes the data beyond the fitted region. With the x-andx-fits the curvature due to the chiral logarithm is too strong to accommodate the heavier data points. In fact, values of the LECs with the x-andx-fits are more sensitive to the fit range than the ξ -fit. This is because f , which is significantly smaller than f π of our data, enters in the definition of the expansion parameter. Qualitatively, by replacing m q and f by m 2 π and f π the higher loop effects in ChPT are effectively resummed and the convergence of the chiral expansion is improved.
Another important observation from
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Light meson spectrum with N f = 2 + 1 dynamical overlap fermions J. Noaki We then extend the analysis to include the NNLO terms [13] . Since we found that only the ξ -fit reasonably describes the data beyond m π 450 MeV, we perform the NNLO analysis using the ξ -expansion. Although we input phenomenological estimate of LECsl 1 andl 2 , we find our fit result is insensitive to their uncertainties. We extract the LECs of ChPT, i.e. the decay constant in the chiral limit f , chiral condensate Σ = B f 2 /2, and the NLO LECsl
For each quantity, a comparison of the results between the NLO and the NNLO fits is shown in Figure 4 . In each panel, the results with 5 and 6 lightest data points are plotted for the NNLO fit. The correlated fits give χ 2 /dof = 1.94 and 1.40, respectively. For the NLO fits, we plot results obtained with 4, 5 and 6 points to show the stability of the fit. The χ 2 /dof is less than 1.94. The results for these physical quantities are consistent within either the NLO or the NNLO fit. On the other hand, as seen forl phys 4 most prominently, there is a significant disagreement between NLO and NNLO. This is due to the large NNLO contributions to the terms which are proportional to c 3 and c 4 , respectively.
We quote our final results for the N f = 2 calculation from the NNLO fit with all data points: f = 111.7(3.5)(1.0)( −0.0 ) MeV. In these results, the first error is statistical, where the error of the renormalization constant is included in quadrature for Σ 1/3 and m ud . The second error is systematic due to the truncation of the higher order corrections. For quantities carrying mass dimensions, the third error is from the ambiguity in the determination of r 0 . We estimate these errors from the difference of the results with our input r 0 = 0.49 fm and that with 0.465 fm. The third errors forl 
Chiral extrapolation (N
Since we found in the two-flavor calculation that the NNLO ChPT formulae can nicely fit our data even in the kaon mass region if one uses the ξ -expansion, we apply the same strategy for our 2 + 1-flavor analysis.
As functions of ξ π = m 2 π /(4π f π ) 2 and ξ η s = m 2 η s /(4π f π ) 2 , where η s is the unphysical strangestrange meson, chiral expansions are expressed as 
